
Wednesday 24th February 

Good morning!  

We will have a class Zoom call this week. It will take place on Thursday 25th at 12pm. I 

will send the login details on Aladdin later today but they are the same link and 

passcode as the previous Zoom, which took place on Thursday 11th Feb. Hope to see you 

there! 

I am available at a.otoole@upperglanmirens.ie if you need to contact me. Best wishes, 

Ms O’Toole 

 

Maths 

Planet Maths: page 103 https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3XEWePL 

Master Your Maths: P47 Week 21 Wednesday https://screencast-o-

matic.com/watch/crn3lIWfei 

I forgot to post the correction video for Monday and Tuesday. Have a look at how you 

got on and mark both sections out of 12. If you’re not sure of a question, you can email 

me. https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3ljWfV9  

Tables: -3 

Table Toppers: -3 Day 3 (sorry I hope you spotted my mistake yesterday!) 

 

English 

Spellings: mule, rule, pure, sure 

Spellbound Unit 19, p41 E+F 

In your copy, write a sentence for each spelling word, 4 sentences total. 

 

Jolly Phonics spelling: Add to your list of u_e words. 

 

Reading: 

• Combined book: Worst Day EVER at School page 18 

• https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3o9WhYy 
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Writing: 

• Combined Book page 19 A – start video below at 1:40 for explanation. If you 

find you are always running out of space in the textbook, use your copy to 

answer the questions instead. https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3o9WhYy 

• New Wave English p31 Day 59 

 

Oral Language 

Listen to the Starlight video about Jack who had the worst day EVER! 

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3oCWh2X 

• Discuss at home: Has something disastrous ever happened you at school/home?  

• After listening to Jack’s story, brainstorm ideas for another bad day for Jack!!!  

 

Poetry 

Read this poem for fun today. Use a superhero voice when you are saying the poem and 

add some actions. 
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Irish 

Today, we will read pg 46 in our Bua na Cainte workbook. This reading is a bit more 

difficult than Irish reading we’ve covered before so use the video to help.  

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3DXWhTH 

 

After you finish the colouring activity, revise your song from yesterday. You can sing 

along with the song by clicking the link. 

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crn3DoWhta 

 

 

 

Movement Break 

 

Try The Dinosaur Stomp! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Imhi98dHa5w 
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SESE 

Unlocking SESE page 81 Making Sounds 

Something that I know all too well, is that you all love to make sounds!  

In our workbook you must conduct a sound experiment. You will need 4 hitting objects: 

• A tin (that you might keep cakes or biscuits in), 

• A radiator,  

• A glass bottle or jar,  

• A tea-cup. 

You will also need something to hit the hitting objects with: 

• A stick…if you don’t have a stick use a pencil, a comb, the back of a toothbrush 

or anything else you can find in your house that is thin and won’t break if you hit 

it off another object. Make sure to only use one of these objects to hit with to 

make it a fair experiment. 

To conduct the experiment, you must listen. Carefully hit the stick (or beating object) 

off each hitting object and listen to the sound. Is it a very low, low, high or very high 

sound? Record your experiment by ticking the boxes on page 81. Have fun! 

 

 

 


